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PEDI BASE Milky White
VICTORIA VYNN - 15 ml NEW!

Price 35,00 zł

Availability Always on stock

Shipping time 48 hours

Number 331137

Manufacturer Victoria Vynn

Product description
PEDIBASE is a light-cured base dedicated to cosmetic pedicure.
This is a unique product for permanent nail styling of the feet.
Aligns the plate and gives a natural color.
The base is resistant to mechanical damage,
protects the toenails against breaking and cracking.
It can be used under the classic iQ Nail Polish or hybrid Pure and Gel Polish.
PEDIBASE styling finished only with a UV / LED top will leave a natural effect of a healthy, well-groomed nail plate.
The consistency of the base allows a thin application as a primer, as well as evening out any imperfections of the
plate.
The product is available in two natural shades: milk and light pink.

APPLICATION

Apply a thin layer of the base on a previously prepared, degreased nail plate
Cure in the LED lamp 60 s, in the UV lamp 120 s.
If it is necessary to even out the natural tile, we can apply a larger amount of the base to correct any unevenness.
After curing, rinse the base with a cotton pad soaked in Cleaner, and then apply the selected color and top.
It is recommended to change the styling every 4 weeks.

FEATURES

For cosmetic pedicure
Medium thick consistency
Natural shades
It has a dispersion layer
For UV and LED lamps

ADWANTAGES

Resistant to damage
Perfectly aligns the nail plate
Large capacity
Perfect grip

BENEFITS

Permanent pedicure
Easy and fast work
Product efficient
No air bubbles
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